About Us
BEE Different is a project promoted by
the organization “Lapsus- different
creativity” in collaboration with the
organic farm “Agrighianda”, which
specializes in beekeeping.

“Lapsus” promotes the use
of all expressive arts as a
vehicle to overcome
conflicts related to social
inclusion of adults with
disabilities and aims to assist them
in expressing their feelings and
emotions through visual arts.
The organic farm Agrighianda is located
in the center of Italy, in the Marche
region, and managed by Giacomo
Tognon, a local beekeeper who raises
bees organically. These insects
are fundamental in maintaining
biodiversity and monitoring
environmental changes.

“ Bees are often

perceived as
dangerous and
their role in the
ecosys tem
is neglected

”

The Project

The project allows young adults
with disabilities to explore the
complex world of bees though
visual arts. These vital insects are
often perceived as dangerous, and
their role in the ecosystem is neglected.
Similarly, the potential of disabled people
is underestimated, their creativity normally
being undervalued.
BEE Different aims to bring these two
worlds together because we recognize
diversity as an important value to be
promoted.

Our Work
We promote a series of tailored
workshops and public talks regarding
bees and biodiversity as well as shows
of artworks produced during the
workshops. During the last year
we created an educational apiary
with five traditional hives and an
observation hive.

As a part of the project
activities all hives were
painted, decorated and placed
in the organic farm Agrighianda.
The apiary is now a permanent
feature of the farm and it allows
the development of new educational
projects. The apiary is maintained daily in
order to allow visitors to observe the bees
and the drawings made by Lapsus.

“ We recognize diversity
as an important value
to be promoted

”

Support Us
BEE Different really needs your support.
In order to meet the costs of our art
workshops, increase the number of hives
and raise awarness regarding pollinator preservation and biodiversity, we
need your help!
If you believe in what we do and
the issues we stand for, please
help us to do more of it!

“ Bee Different really
needs your support ”

Support
Us

Contribute!
Please donate to our crowdfunding campaign by visiting our
website and clicking ‘support us’.

www.beedifferent.info/en
You can also purchase our products including honey, t-shirts, paintings and even painted hives by contacting us!
		
		

beefferent@gmail.com
@bee_different
@beedifferent1
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